
ALPHABET
PROJECT



What we are practicing
Exploring compositional rules - Looking at all edges of viewfinder and 
framing letters carefully

Zooming - Carefully zooming in to get essential elements in frame

Focusing - Using focus ring with precision to ensure the letters are in 
focus

Depth of Field - Shallow DOF will help isolate letters from background

Finding Contrast - The more contrast the letters have from the 
background the easier it will be to read.



How Artists Solve Problems
2. Engage & Persist: Learning to embrace problems of relevance within 
the vast world of digital photography and developing focus conducive to 
working and persevering at tasks.

3. Envision: Learning to picture mentally what cannot be directly 
observed and imagine possible next steps in refining an image.

5. Observe: Learning to attend to visual contexts more closely than 
ordinary “looking” requires. Assessing imagery with a high level of 
creative analysis and criticism.

7. Stretch & Explore: Learning to reach beyond one’s capacities, to 
explore playfully without a preconceived plan, and to embrace the 
opportunity to learn from mistakes. 



Keys to the Game

Paying attention to focusing on focal point
be creative
shallow DOF
be sensitive to angles
zoom in to minimize clutter or confusion
no shenanigans!



Process

1. Upload and label all images - make new 
folder, “Alphabet Project”

2. Crop and resize each letter to 3’’ x 3’’ in PS 
(Square) and save as JPEGs

3. Upload the edited letters to Alphabet folder
4. Place all letters on PS doc 10’’w x 8’’h. 

Name on bottom right. 



Process (F and G Blocks)

1. Upload and label all images - make new 
folder, “Alphabet Project”

2. Crop and resize each letter to 3’’ x 3’’ in PS 
(Square) and save as JPEGs

3. Upload the edited letters to Alphabet folder
4. Arrange all 26 letters on Google Doc with 

your name and block at the top - share it 
with me.





Grading - 40 Point Project

Each letter 1 pt. - maximum 26 pts
Effort 1 - 4 
Presentation 1-5
Creativity 1-5


